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Adsorption of monovalent and multivalent cations and anions on a deoxyribose nucleic acid ~DNA! mol-
ecule from a salt solution is investigated by computer simulation. The ions are modeled as charged hard
spheres, the DNA molecule as a point charge pattern following the double-helical phosphate strands. The
geometrical shape of the DNA molecules is modeled on different levels ranging from a simple cylindrical
shape to structured models which include the major and minor grooves between the phosphate strands. The
densities of the ions adsorbed on the phosphate strands in the major and in the minor grooves are calculated.
First, we find that the adsorption pattern on the DNA surface depends strongly on its geometrical shape:
counterions adsorb preferentially along the phosphate strands for a cylindrical model shape, but in the minor
groove for a geometrically structured model. Second, we find that an addition of monovalent salt ions results
in an increase of the charge density in the minor groove while the total charge density of ions adsorbed in the
major groove stays unchanged. The adsorbed ion densities are highly structured along the minor groove while
they are almost smeared along the major groove. Furthermore, for a fixed amount of added salt, the major-
groove cationic charge is independent of the counterion valency. For increasing salt concentration the major
groove is neutralized while the total charge adsorbed in the minor groove is constant. DNA overcharging is
detected for multivalent salts. Simulations for larger ion radii, which mimic the effect of ion hydration, indicate
an increased adsorbtion of cations in the major groove.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.061903 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Aa, 87.10.1e, 82.70.Dd, 61.20.JaI. INTRODUCTION
In addition to its biological role as the carrier of genetic
information @1#, deoxyribose nucleic acid ~DNA! in solution
exhibits typical polyelectrolyte behavior. Its physicochemical
properties, such as melting temperature, transition between
different DNA forms, and binding interaction of proteins and
other ligands, strongly depend on the added salt concentra-
tion in aqueous solution. Some physical properties of DNA,
such as its osmotic pressure and activity coefficients @2#, can
be explained within a simple polyelectrolyte picture of DNA
as obtained via the counterion condensation theory of Man-
ning @3#, Poisson-Boltzmann ~PB! theory @4–7#, and Monte
Carlo simulations @4,8–12# of a homogeneously charged cyl-
inder. Although a cylinder with an effective homogeneous
line charge density might be an appropriate model for study-
ing properties far away from the DNA surface, more details
become relevant as one approaches the DNA surface. These
details can be classified in the following way. First the actual
charge distribution along the DNA molecule is not a homo-
geneous line charge but a discrete set of phosphate charge
groups along a double helix. Next, the geometric shape of
the DNA including the major and minor grooves between the
two phosphate strands becomes relevant. Finally, molecular
details of the DNA surface should be considered, including
specific interactions and explicit solvent molecules.
The PB calculations have been successfully applied to
investigate DNA electrostatics, such as the electrostatic field
of a double-helix charge distribution @13# and of all-atom
DNA models @14,15#. A comparison between the simulation
and PB results for the multivalent counterion distribution
around DNA, addressed in Refs. @4,10,15–17#, reveals great
differences between them. The reason for such differences is1063-651X/2003/68~6!/061903~13!/$20.00 68 0619the lack of the hard core and Coulomb correlations in mean-
field-based PB theory. On the other hand, an all-atom DNA
simulation in solution is computationally very costly and can
be performed only with small system sizes and low salt con-
centrations @18–28#. Therefore we focus in this paper on a
‘‘primitive approach’’ @29# which goes beyond the simplistic
model of a line charged cylinder but still does not include
full atomic details. The physical reason to do so is that most
of the general properties of DNA are expected to result from
a combination of Coulomb and excluded volume interactions
which are the dominant parts of the total interactions for long
and short ranges @30#. Following this strategy, we disregard
the discrete structure of water, replacing it by a dielectric
background, but treat the salt ions, the double-helical charge
pattern on the DNA molecule, and the geometrical grooved
shape of the DNA molecule explicitly.
This paper focuses on the cation and anion adsorption
pattern on the DNA surface. In particular, in contrast to ear-
lier simulations which present only rotationally averaged
data for adsorbed ions @19,31–36#, we resolve the adsorption
in the major and minor grooves and on the phosphate
strands. Both a qualitative and a quantitative knowledge of
the adsorption pattern is desirable, since it is needed as a
crucial input in other more coarse-grained approaches like
the Kornyshev-Leikin theory of DNA-DNA interaction @37#.
It is known that the details of the adsorption pattern strongly
influence the effective interaction forces and even govern the
sign of the interaction. Hence the adsorption pattern will
have direct consequences for the aggregation and bundling
of DNA molecules caused by an effective mutual attraction
@38–40#. It is also known that adding multivalent ions to the
solution causes drastic changes in the ion adsorption and in
the DNA aggregation and bundling @41–43#. Many experi-©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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multivalent ions on the DNA. To name just a few, there is
experimental evidence indicating that Mn21 and Cd21 con-
dense on DNA @44,45# but Ca21 and Mg21 do not @45,46#.
This points to an important specificity @47–51# and the ques-
tion arising is whether this can be understood in simple terms
of effective ion radii. Multivalent counterions of valency
larger than 2, on the other hand, such as trivalent spermidine
and tetravalent spermine are believed to play a key role in
maintaining cellular DNA in a compact state @52–55#. The
compactification of DNA @39,40# seems to be mediated by
their adsorption on the DNA surface @39,56,57#. Therefore
there is a need to study the role of high-valency counterions
in the DNA adsorption pattern in a systematic way.
While the Manning condensation theory on a homoge-
neously charged cylinder is well studied by now @58#, it is a
priori unclear how the adsorbed counterions will partition
themselves in the two grooves and on the phosphate strands.
Moreover, the adsorption of anions that carry the same
charge as the phosphates in the major grooves is an interest-
ing issue, in particular for higher counterion valencies.
The goal of this paper is twofold. First, we aim to predict
both qualitatively and quantitatively the nature of the adsorp-
tion pattern on a single DNA molecule for a given added salt
concentration and given microion valencies and microion ra-
dii. Ion-specific effects, however, enter only via the ion
sphere radius and its charge. Although the actual numbers
may be influenced by further details such as the dielectric
properties of water at close ion distances, we think that the
trends of our findings about a change in ion valency and salt
concentration will be robust. In particular, for high-valency
ions, the interactions should be dominated by the Coulombic
part such that our ‘‘primitive’’ model should be more appro-
priate. Second, on a more technical level, we would like to
investigate the influence of the geometrical structure of the
DNA shape used in the theoretical model of the adsorption
pattern. It is expected that a grooved shape will attract more
counterions into the grooves electrostatically, such that the
adsorption pattern will depend on the geometrical shape used
in the model.
In our computer simulations we find that the adsorption
pattern on the DNA surface depends strongly on the geo-
metrical model shape of the DNA surface. In detail, three
different shapes, modeling the geometrical structure of the
grooves on different levels, are considered. It is found that
counterions adsorb preferentially along the phosphate strands
for a cylindrical model shape but in the minor groove for a
geometrically structured model.
Furthermore, we find that addition of more monovalent
salt ions, provided the counterions are also monovalent, re-
sults in an increase of the charge density in the minor groove,
while the total charge density of ions adsorbed in the major
groove stays unchanged. The adsorbed ion densities are
highly structured along the minor groove while they are al-
most smeared along the major groove.
We also analyze the influence of the ion valency on the
ion adsorption pattern on the DNA surface. We show that for
any fixed amount of salt the major-groove cationic charge is
constant for any counterion valency. For added multivalent06190salt, we show the existence of a major-groove neutralization
phenomenon while the minor-groove total charge remains
constant.
We also address the DNA overcharging phenomenon,
which is of special interest in biology, for example, for the
delivery of genes to the living cell for the purpose of gene
therapy. Since both the bare DNA and cell surface are nega-
tively charged, normally DNA does not approach the cell
surface. An overscreened DNA molecule, however, is effec-
tively positively charged such that it could pass through the
negative cell membrane. Our simulations of show that the
overcharging of DNA appears generally in multivalent salt
solution regardless of the counterion valency. Finally, we
performed a few simulations with larger ion radii in order to
mimic a larger ion hydration shell in the solvent. Our find-
ings show that for an increasing ion radius more cations go
to the major groove, whereas the minor-groove and strand
ionic occupations shrink.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
different models for the DNA shape. Our simulation tech-
nique and model parameters are presented in Sec. III. Results
are given in Sec. IV. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V.
II. DIFFERENT MODELS FOR THE DNA SHAPE
We consider the B form of DNA, which is the most com-
mon state of DNA in aqueous solutions. It has an inner core
formed by nucleotide pairs, and two sugar-phosphate strands
spiraling around the core. The latter forms a well-known
double helix with a pitch length of about 34 Å and a core
radius of about 9 Å. There are two phosphate groups per base
pair and ten base pairs per pitch ~or helical turn!. The axial
rise per base pair along the DNA long axis is 3.4 Å; hence
there is one elementary charge per each 1.7 Å. The average
value of the angle between the adjacent base pairs is 36°
which makes the average distance between neighboring
charges on the DNA surface 7 Å. This distance, which is
much smaller than the helical pitch, is of the order of the
Debye screening length under physical conditions. Finally,
the helix persistence length is about 500 Å.
Three different models for the DNA shape will be studied
here: ~i! a simple cylinder model ~CM!, ~ii! an extended cyl-
inder model ~ECM! with a grooved structure, and ~iii! the
Montoro-Abascal model ~MAM! @33#. The cross sections of
these DNA models in the xy plane that is perpendicular to the
DNA long axis (z axis! and hits two phosphates on different
strands are sketched in Fig. 1 and will be discussed subse-
quently; in all three models the phosphate charges are dis-
cretely placed at certain positions coincident with those of
the phosphorus atoms in crystalline DNA.
~i! Cylindrical model; see Fig. 1~a!. This model was used
by Kornyshev and Leikin @37# and by two of us in another
study @59#. In the CM, the cylindrical DNA core possesses a
diameter of D520 Å. Two strings of pointlike and monova-
lent phosphate charges of size dp50.4 Å have cylindrical
coordinates (r is ,f is ,zis) relevant to the phosphate sites of the
B form of DNA:
r i
s5D/2510 Å, f is5f0s 1i336°, zis5z0s 1i33.4 Å.
Here s51,2 specifies the nucleic acid strand, i50, . . . ,93-2
ADSORPTION OF MONOVALENT AND MULTIVALENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 061903 ~2003!FIG. 1. Cross sections of different DNA models in the xy plane. ~a! Cylinder model, ~b! extended cylinder model, ~c! grooved or
Montoro-Abascal-like model. Phosphate charges are shown as dark spheres. The DNA cylindrical core is colored in gray; the hatched areas
correspond to neutral hard spheres. The inscribed letters ‘‘M’’ and ‘‘m’’ denote the major and minor grooves, respectively.describes a full DNA turn, and the z axis is the long DNA
axis. Furthermore, f0
150°, z0
150 for the first strand (s
51) and f025144°, z0250 for the second strand (s52).
~ii! Extended cylinder model; see Fig. 1~b!. As designed
by Lyubartsev and Nordenskio¨ld @31#, both the helical DNA
grooves and the discrete charge localization on the DNA sur-
face are incorporated. In the ECM, the DNA molecule has a
hard cylindrical core of diameter D517.8 Å, which is
slightly smaller than in the CM. The phosphate charges are
swollen to hard spheres of diameter dp54.2 Å explicitly
forming grooves. Other DNA parameters are similar to those
of the CM.
~iii! Montoro-Abascal model; see Fig. 1~c!. This more
elaborate model was first introduced in Ref. @33#; the
grooved structure of DNA is increased by adding another
neutral sphere between the cylindrical core and the charged
phosphate sphere. In detail, the inner DNA cylindrical core06190of D57.8 Å is overwound by two strings of overlapping
spheres. The outer string of monovalently charged phosphate
spheres is centered at a radial coordinate of 8.9 Å. The radial
position of the inner string of neutral spheres is 5.9 Å. Both
spheres have the same f and z coordinates and diameter
dp54.2 Å to incorporate a grooved geometry for the DNA
molecule. Clearly, such a design of an overlapped cylinder
and two spheres creates a more grooved DNA profile with a
deeper cavity in the center of the minor groove. For other
details of the MAM and its reliability, we refer the reader to
the original papers @33–35#.
III. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE AND SYSTEM
PARAMETERS
In our simulation setup, the B-DNA molecule is located in
the center of a cubic simulation box. The cylinder axis is3-3
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RW (L/2,L/2,0). The size L of the simulation box was chosen
to be L5102 Å, corresponding to three full turns of B-DNA
with a pitch length P534 Å and with Np53320560 phos-
phate groups along the DNA @34#. There is a small shift in
the z coordinate of two discrete phosphate charges belonging
to two different helices of Dz50.78 Å.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three di-
rections; hence the DNA replicas in the z direction produce
an infinitely long DNA molecule, and an infinite array of
DNA replicas in neighboring cells is simulated. The phos-
phate spheres are monovalent, i.e., their charge qp,0 corre-
sponds to one elementary charge ueu, qp52ueu, and they
have an effective diameter dp which is a variable parameter
in our different shape models. In addition to the DNA phos-
phates, the system contains Nc counterions of concentration
Cc5Nc /V8 with charge qc , and Ns[N1[N2 pairs of salt
ions of concentration Cs5Ns /V8 with charges q1 and q2 .
Here V8 is the free volume in the simulation box accessible
for these small ions, where the excluded volume of the DNA
molecule has been subtracted. The counterion number Nc in
the simulation box is fixed by the charge of the DNA mol-
ecule due to the constraint of global charge neutrality, Ncqc
560uqpu. For simplicity, we shall always deal with a sym-
metric salt case, uq1u5uq2u. All small ions are modeled as
hard spheres of ~hydrated ion! diameter dc . For most of our
simulations, dc53 Å, but we have obtained data for larger
ion sizes dc56 Å and dc58 Å as well. The whole system is
held at room temperature T5298 K. The dielectric constant
e578 of the solvent is assumed to be uniform throughout the
suspension ~the same value inside the DNA molecule and in
the suspending medium!, which avoids electrostatic images.
The interactions between the mobile ions and the phos-
phate charges are described within the framework of the
primitive model as a combination of excluded volume and
Coulomb interactions reduced by the dielectric constant e of
the solvent. The corresponding pair interaction potential be-
tween the different charged hard spheres is
Vi j~r !5H ‘ for r<~di1d j!/2,qiq je2
er
for r.~di1d j!/2,
~1!
where r is the interparticle separation and i , j are indices
denoting the different particle species. Possible values for i
and j are c ~for counterions!, 1 ,2 ~for positively and nega-
tively charged salt ions!, and p ~for phosphate groups!. In
addition, there is an interaction potential Vi
0 between the
DNA hard cylinder and the free ions i5c ,1 ,2 which is of
simple excluded volume form such that these ions cannot
penetrate into the cylinder. A similar excluded volume poten-
tial exist for the inner neutral DNA spheres in the elaborated
MAM. Finally, the ionic strength I and the Debye screening
length lD of the solution are defined as I5 12 (qc2Cc
1( j51 ,2q j
2Cs) and lD5AekBT/4pI . In order to compute
the statistical averages over the mobile microions, we have
performed conventional NVT molecular dynamics simula-
tions, where the long-range electrostatic forces were treated06190according to the Lekner procedure @59,60#. A typical simula-
tion snapshot of the system is given in Fig. 2.
Our major goal is to calculate the mobile ion number
densities r j(rW) ( j5c ,1 ,2) around the DNA molecule.
They are defined as a statistical average,
r j~rW !5K (
i51
N j
d~rW2rW i
j!L . ~2!
Here $rW i
j% denote the positions of the ith particle of species j.
The canonical average ^& over an $rW ij%-dependent quantity
A is defined via the classical trace
^A&5
1
Z H )k51
Nc E d3rkcJ H )
m51
N1 E d3rm1J H )
n51
N2 E d3rn2J
3A expS 2b (
i5c ,1 ,2
FVi01 (j5c ,p ,1 ,2 Ui jG D . ~3!
Here b51/kBT is the inverse thermal energy (kB denoting
Boltzmann’s constant! and
Ui j5S 12 12 d i j D(l51
Ni
(
k51
N j
Vi j~ urW l
i2rWk
j u! ~4!
is the total potential energy of the counter- and salt ions
provided the phosphate groups are at positions $rWn
p% (n
51, . . . ,Np). Note that the periodically repeated particles
are incorporated implicitly in the interaction energy. Finally,
the prefactor 1/Z in Eq. ~3! ensures a correct normalization,
^1&51.
In computer simulations and different theoretical ap-
proaches the distance below which the ions are considered to
be condensed is usually assumed to be in the range of one or
FIG. 2. Snapshot of the simulation box. The DNA molecule is
drawn according to the MAM. Black spheres on the DNA strands
represent the phosphate charges. Internal gray spheres between the
phosphates and the DNA cylindrical core are neutral. Positive
~negative! salt ions spread across the simulation volume are shown
as open ~hatched! spheres.3-4
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sation shell near the DNA surface is around 7 Å in Manning
theory @3#, whereas a value of 5 Å was invoked in other
papers @19,31,61,62#. These values are larger than the thick-
ness of the Stern layer dl5A/4plB52 Å including ions
bound to the molecular surface. Here lB5e2/ekBT is the
Bjerrum length and A is an average area per elementary
charge on the molecular surface. In our study we follow the
latter criterion and treat the ions as condensed if the surface-
to-surface distance between the ion sphere and the DNA
hard surface is not larger than 2 Å. In other words, we are
interested in the population in special areas of the DNA sur-
face of small ions rather than the actual ion condensation on
the DNA surface @63#. In order to resolve the adsorbed ions
along the strands and in the major and minor grooves, we
integrate the ion density fields as given by Eq. ~2! over a
small volume close to the DNA surface. This volume is
bounded by the parallel surface to the DNA surface at dis-
tance d52 Å1dc/2 and has a height j in the z direction. The
volume follows the helical symmetry of the DNA molecule.
A schematic view of this condensation shell and the defini-
tion of the groove and strand adsorption paths around the
DNA are given in Fig. 3. We have separately counted cat-
ions, which are comprised of counterions and positively
charged salt ions, and anions ~coions!. The angular-resolved
cation and anion density profiles along the phosphate strands
and the minor and major grooves represent the main results
of this paper. We call a plot of the densities versus polar
angle a ‘‘panoramic’’ view of the density profiles and shall
present exhaustive data for these quantities for different pa-
rameters in the next section. Additionally, we define the
charge densities of adsorbed ions by r (1)5( j5c ,1q jrc
( j) and
r (2)5q2rc
(2)
, where rc
( j) are the number densities of the
FIG. 3. A schematic picture to explain the procedure of ion
density calculations along one pitch length ~P! of a DNA molecule.
The filled circles connected with full lines are phosphate groups.
The shaded areas correspond to a path along the major groove,
minor groove, and one of the phosphate strands. The path height is
j53.4 Å and width is d55 Å.06190adsorbed ions of species jP$c ,1 ,2%.
Our molecular dynamics ~MD! simulations cover a broad
range of salt concentrations from 0.1 to 1.61 mol/l, where the
latter corresponds to 2000 salt ions of both charges in the
simulation box. The counterion concentration is Cc
50.1/qc mol/l. The time step nt of the simulation was typi-
cally chosen to be 531023AmD3/e2, with m denoting the
~fictitious! mass of the mobile ions. This corresponds to an
average ion displacement of 0.03 Å per time step such that
the reflection of counterions following the collision with the
combined surface of DNA is calculated with high precision.
For every run the state of the system was checked during the
simulation time. This was done by monitoring the tempera-
ture, average velocity, distribution function of velocities, and
total potential energy of the system. On average it took about
53104 MD steps to get to equilibrium. Then during
53104 –53106 time steps we gathered statistics to perform
the canonical averages for the calculated quantities. Details
of the simulated states are summarized in Table I. During the
simulation we checked that there was a continuous exchange
of the adsorbed and ‘‘free’’ ions, which demonstrates that our
systems are in equilibrium.
IV. RESULTS
A. Monovalent ions
Let us first discuss monovalent ions. For the extended
cylindrical model, a panoramic angular cation and anion dis-
tribution over 0,f,2p is plotted in Fig. 4 for the system
parameters qc51, qs51 ~set 1 of Table I! and Cs
50.1 mol/l. The cations cluster in front of the charged phos-
phates, almost in a site-binding-like manner @32–35#, show-
ing a strong structuring, while the minor-groove cation den-
sity is less structured. The smallest cation density is in the
major groove. The anion densities in the DNA grooves and
on the phosphate strands are considerably smaller and not
structured at all. The major-groove population of anions is
higher than that in the minor groove and on the strands. The
same quantities are shown for the cylinder model and the
Montoro-Abascal model in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. As
compared to the ECM, an increase of condensed cations
along the phosphate strands at the expense of their accumu-
lation in the minor and major grooves is clearly visible for
the CM. In the most realistic MAM, however, more cations
bind and locate in the DNA grooves @64,65# at the expense of
their accumulation on strands. Such an ion relocation from
the strands into the grooves entails an entropy gain for salt
TABLE I. Parameters used for the different simulation sets.
Set qc qs
Set 1 1 1
Set 2 1 2
Set 3 3 2
Set 4 2 1
Set 5 3 1
Set 6 2 23-5
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the strands is less by a factor of 2 as compared to the struc-
tured minor-groove density. Our conclusion arising from
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 is twofold. First, on a technical level, the
inclusion of a grooved shape in the excluded volume of the
DNA molecule is crucial for ion adsorption. It completely
changes the charge and structure of the adsorption pattern.
Second, taking the MAM as the most realistic description of
the DNA shape, we can conclude that adsorbed cations ex-
FIG. 4. Panoramic view of the condensed small ion densities
near the DNA surface for qc51, qs51 ~set 1!, Cs50.1 mol/l, and
the ECM. The density unit is 0.22 mol/l. Dot-dashed lines: distri-
bution on the phosphate strands; full lines: distribution in the minor
groove; dashed lines: distribution in the major groove. Lines with-
out or with symbols correspond to cation rc
(1) or anion rc
(2) densi-
ties. The value of the cation distribution is much larger than the
anion distribution ~where the latter is enhanced by a factor of 10!.
FIG. 5. Panoramic view of the condensed small ion densities
near the DNA surface for the cylinder model. The parameters are
the same as in Fig. 4.06190hibit a pronounced spatial structure along the minor groove.
This strong structuring of cations in the minor groove will
also induce a structuring of the water molecules in the minor
groove and might therefore be related to the so-called ‘‘spine
of hydration in the minor groove’’ which is attributed to a
high water ordering there @18,66–70#. In general, the spine
of hydration emerges due to the occasional intrusion of coun-
terions in the particularly electronegative regions in the mi-
nor groove @71# and is addressed in Refs.
@26,34,48,49,69,72–74#. We think that the experimentally
measured hydration pattern can be a fingerprint of cation
ordering in the minor groove @68,75,76#.
The dependence of the adsorption pattern on the salt con-
centration is shown in Fig. 7. The added monovalent salt
concentration Cs is increased from 0.2 mol/l to 1.61 mol/l for
qc51, qs51 ~set 1!. The highest cationic occupation is
again in the minor groove but more anions condense in the
major groove as the salt density is increased @35#. The total
major-groove charge, calculated as the difference between
the cation ~dashed line! and anion ~dashed line with symbols!
densities in the major groove, is almost independent of the
amount of added salt ~see the single arrows in Fig. 7!. In
other words, for any monovalent salt density the geometry of
the major groove and the electrostatic field of the two adja-
cent phosphate strands regulate the cation and anion popula-
tions and keep the major-groove charge unchanged. On the
other hand, the minor groove is positively charged as the
bulk salt density increases ~see the difference between the
full line and the full line with symbols for different salt den-
sities in Fig. 7!. The visible cation structuring in the major
groove with dense salt ~see the right side of Fig. 7!, is con-
sistent with the experimental evidence for recurring hydra-
tion patterns in the major groove @74,77,78#. The other ob-
servation is the constancy of the gap between the minor- and
major-groove cationic occupancies shown in Fig. 7 by the
double arrows for different salt densities. Obviously, in solu-
tions where the DNA phosphate charges are effectively
FIG. 6. Panoramic view of the condensed small ion densities
near the DNA surface for the Montoro-Abascal model. The param-
eters are the same as in Fig. 4.3-6
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ions close to the DNA surface. We note that the constancy of
the accumulated charge in the major groove and the con-
stancy of the difference between cationic populations of ma-
jor and minor grooves do not appear in the ECM and CM.
This result implies the crucial role of the DNA shape in the
ion distribution around the DNA molecule. Thus, the MAM,
which can be viewed as a ‘‘soft’’ cylinder compared to the
ECM and CM, provides more ‘‘grooved’’ space for the small
ions. Hence the ions ‘‘captured in these grooves,’’ together
with the phosphates, actively regulate the groove occupan-
cies as more salt is added.
We finally remark that throughout all runs it was revealed
that at a distance 5–7 Å away from the DNA surface a cy-
lindrical symmetry of radial ion distribution is completely
restored in accordance with the observations of Refs.
@31,34,36,79#. Thus the effect of the discreteness of DNA
charges on counterion concentration profiles is generally
small and disappears a few angstroms away from the DNA
surface @80,81#.
B. Multivalent counterions and monovalent salt
We now consider the case of multivalent counterions and
a monovalent salt, for which the Coulomb correlations be-
tween the counterions and the DNA phosphates are strong.
We keep the salt concentration fixed and increase the coun-
terion valency. This leads to a higher on-strand adsorption of
counterions, which implies less condensation in the minor
and major groove @see Fig. 8~a!#. Also for high counterion
FIG. 7. Panoramic view of ion densities in DNA grooves for
MAM and qc51, qs51 ~set 1!. Three full panoramic views along
the x axis correspond to three different salt densities; from left to
right, Cs50.2 mol/l, 0.71 mol/l, 1.61 mol/l. Full line: charge dis-
tribution in the minor groove; dashed line: charge distribution in the
major groove. Lines without or with symbols correspond to cation
rc
(1) or anion rc
(2) densities. The single arrow indicates the con-
stancy of the major-groove charge at different added salt densities.
The constancy of the difference between the cationic charges of
DNA grooves is shown as a double arrow.06190valencies, the cation adsorption on the minor groove is
higher than that on the major groove in accordance with Ref.
@82#. The same trends appear also in the ECM and in the
CM.
Furthermore, for increasing counterion valency, Fig. 8~b!
reveals that the total adsorbed charge in the major groove is
almost constant while it is getting more positive in the minor
groove. The increase of adsorbed cations in the minor groove
causes a visible spatial structuring along the minor groove
@see the surging oscillations in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!#. Again,
such an ion structuring is perhaps connected to the experi-
mentally observed spine of hydration. Note that the number
of adsorbed ions in the major groove drastically decreases in
the CM and ECM for higher counterion valencies, which
reaffirms the crucial role of the modelling of the DNA shape.
FIG. 8. Panoramic view of the cation number density rc
(1) ~a!
and charge density r (1) ~b! for the MAM. Monovalent salt Cs
50.1 mol/l and different counterion valencies. Full line: cations in
the minor groove; dashed line: cations in the major groove. Thick
lines: monovalent counterions ~set 1!; medium sized line: divalent
counterions ~set 4!; thin line: trivalent counterions ~set 5!.3-7
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For fixed divalent salt concentration and increasing coun-
terion valency, similar results are obtained, as shown in Fig.
9. The number of adsorbed cations decreases in the grooves
@see Fig. 9~a!# and the total charge in the major groove stays
constant @very close to its value in Fig. 8~b!# while it is rising
slightly in the minor groove @see Fig. 9~b!#. Hence we con-
clude that the total major groove charge is independent of the
valencies of both cations and anions.
We now gradually increase the amount of added divalent
salt. The in-groove ion distributions are shown in Fig. 10 for
three different salt concentrations. There are two remarkable
effects of increasing salt concentration. First the total charge
of ions adsorbed in the major groove is approaching zero,
FIG. 9. Panoramic view of the cation number density rc(1) ~a!
and charge density r (1) ~b! for the MAM. Divalent salt Cs
50.2 mol/l and different counterion valencies. Full lines: cations in
the minor groove; dashed lines: cations in the major groove. Thick
lines: monovalent counterions ~set 2!; medium sized line: divalent
counterions ~set 6!; thin line: trivalent counterions ~set 3!.06190i.e., the major groove is neutralized for high salt concentra-
tion. Second, the total charge in the minor groove is pretty
robust against an increase in salt concentration ~see the
length of the arrows in Fig. 10!. The effects of major groove
neutralization are lost if a less realistic DNA shape is used as
shown in Fig. 11 for the CM and the ECM.
In Fig. 12, the ion densities adsorbed on the strands are
shown for trivalent counterions as a function of divalent salt
concentration. The total charge adsorbed along the strands
increases with added salt concentration. Together with the
constancy of the minor groove and the neutralization of the
major groove, this produces an overcharging effect of the
DNA which is discussed in the next subsection.
D. Overcharging effect
Charge inversion ~also known as an overcharging,
overneutralization, or charge reversal! is possible for a vari-
ety of macroions, ranging from the charged surface, charged
lipid membranes to colloids, DNA, and actin. It is believed
that for this effect to occur the cations have to be multivalent
to enhance nonlinear effects, such as Coulomb correlations.
Thus, in the presence of multivalent ions, the ionic cloud
may not only compensate the polyion charge, but even ex-
ceed it, resulting in opposite values of the electrostatic po-
tential at some distances. Overcharging has been observed in
Monte Carlo simulation @10,83–85#, hypernetted chain cal-
culations @86–88#, and modified, PB theories with nonlinear
FIG. 10. Panoramic view of ion charge densities in the DNA
grooves for the MAM, trivalent counterions, and divalent salt ~set
3! and three different salt concentrations: from left to right, Cs
50.1 mol/l, 0.71 mol/l, 1.61 mol/l. Full line: charge distribution in
the minor groove; dashed line: charge distribution in the major
groove. Lines without or with symbols correspond to cation r (1) or
anion r (2) charge densities. The shrinking of the gap between the
major-groove cationic ~dashed line! and anionic ~dashed line with
symbols! charges, as more salt is added, is the onset of the major-
groove neutralization. The minor-groove charge does not depend on
the salt concentration; see arrows which indicate the total charge
density in minor groove @the gap between the minor-groove cation
~full line! and anion ~full lines with symbols! charges#.3-8
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‘‘physical’’ overcharging @35,92#, when the sign of the total
charge of the complex of macroion and small ions, which are
localized in a thin shell around the macroion, is opposite to
FIG. 11. Panoramic view of ion charge densities in the DNA
grooves, monovalent counterions, and divalent salt ~set 2! and Cs
51.61 mol/l. Different DNA models, from left to right: CM, ECM,
MAM. Full line: charge distribution in the minor groove; dashed
line: charge distribution in the major groove. Lines without or with
symbols correspond to cationic r (1) or anionic r (2) charge densi-
ties. Note that the major-groove neutralization, described by a co-
incidence of the major-groove cationic ~dashed line! and major-
groove anionic ~dashed line with symbols! densities, appears only
in the MAM.
FIG. 12. Panoramic view of ion charge densities on the phos-
phate strands for the MAM, trivalent counterions, and divalent salt
~set 3!, and three different salt concentrations; from left to right,
Cs50.1 mol/l, 0.71 mol/l, 1.61 mol/l. The total ionic charge on the
strand, defined as the difference between the cationic charge r (1)
~dot-dashed line! and anionic charge r (2) ~dot-dashed line with
symbols!, increases as more salt is added to solution.06190the sign of the bare macroion charge. Our definition of over-
charging differs therefore from the counterion- or so-called
Z-ion-induced ‘‘structural’’ overcharging @93–98# which
does not account for the adsorbed salt ions and disappears as
more salt is added to the solution @99#.
During the simulations the charge compensation param-
eter of DNA phosphate charges, defined as
u~r !5@qcrc~r !1q1r1~r !1q2r2~r !#/Npuqpu, ~5!
was calculated. Here Np560 is the number of phosphate
charges in the simulation box. The parameter u(r) accounts
for the integrated total charge at a distance r away from the
DNA surface and has the following physical meaning. For
u(r),1, the DNA molecule is seen as a negatively charged
rod at distance r from its surface. Otherwise, if u(r).1, the
effective DNA charge at a distance r from its surface is posi-
tive. Data for u are plotted in Fig. 13 for the MAM and
different salt densities. The denser the salt, the stronger the
DNA screening. A qualitatively similar picture to Fig. 13
appears for the ECM and CM and different counterion va-
lencies. There is no DNA overcharging in a solution of
monovalent salt and multivalent counterions ~see the left-
hand side of Fig. 13!. For a divalent salt,which is shown in
the right-hand side of Fig. 13, and low salt densities the
compensation parameter is monotonic, resembling the
monovalent salt case. However, for dense salt u.1 in the
DNA vicinity. At the highest salt density involved in our
simulations, Cs51.61 mol/l, there are even several subse-
quent overcharging layers: within the layer closest to the
DNA surface the effective charge is positive, then within the
second layer the effective DNA charge is negative, and fi-
nally within the third layer the effective charge again be-
comes positive ~see the full line in the right-hand side of Fig.
FIG. 13. Charge compensation parameter u versus distance from
the DNA core surface for the MAM and different salt densities. The
salt concentration Cs is increased from bottom to top; 0.1 M/l ~dot-
dashed line!, 0.2 M/l ~dashed line!, 0.71 M/l ~long dashed line!, and
1.61 M/l ~full line!. ~a! Trivalent counterions and monovalent salt
~set 5!. ~b! Monovalent counterions and divalent salt ~set 2!.3-9
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tained for the divalent and trivalent counterions in solution
with a divalent salt. Thus, summarizing the results of Fig. 13,
we arrive at the conclusion that it is rather the multivalency
of salt ions than the multivalency of counterions which gov-
erns DNA overcharging. Our simulations also show that
overcharging with a divalent salt in the CM shows up only
for multivalent counterions.
E. Varying the ion radius
The ion size has the meaning of a hydrated ion diameter
and is an adjustable parameter of the model that includes
effects of the molecular nature of the solvent in an averaged
sense. Monovalent counterions are less solvated than diva-
lent cations; the latter condense via their solvent ligands to H
bonds on a DNA surface @100–102#. Since we omit the ion
chemisorption and do not account for specific ion effects as
exemplified by the Hofmeister effect @103–106#, only an
electrostatic interaction with the phosphate backbone is taken
into account. A small change of the ion size, just in the range
of the typical values of hydrated ion diameters, may cause a
transition to an attractive DNA-DNA interaction with the
spontaneous assembly of DNA system into an ordered phase
@41#. Therefore the hydrodynamic ion size affects the ion
correlations and the ion condensation on the DNA surface,
which are important contributions to the electrostatic poten-
tial around the DNA molecule @107,108#.
We vary the hydrodynamic radii of solvated ions between
3 and 8 Å @80,109#. The simulation results for three different
ion diameters, dc53, 6, and 8 Å are shown in Fig. 14. The
gap between the cationic groove occupations decreases as the
FIG. 14. Panoramic view of cation density near DNA surface for
qc51, qs51 ~set 1!, Cs50.1 mol/l, and the MAM. Different cat-
ion diameters, from left to right: dc53 Å, dc56 Å, dc58 Å. Full
line: cation distribution in the minor groove; dashed line: cation
distribution in the major groove; dot-dashed line: cation distribution
on the phosphate strands. Note that the cation adsorption in the
major groove exceeds the cation adsorption in the minor groove for
dc58 Å ~collate the full and dashed lines in the right side of fig-
ure!.061903ion radius increases. Furthermore, more cations go to the
major groove, whereas the minor-groove and the strand ionic
occupations shrink. In total, a small amount of cations and
anions condense on the DNA surface. Nevertheless, all quali-
tative findings obtained for ions with diameter dc53 Å and
outlined in the previous section remain valid for a twice
enlarged ion size dc56 Å. A further increase of the ionic
size up to dc58 Å, however, makes ion intrusion into the
minor groove a very rare event. The major-groove cationic
charge then exceeds the minor-groove cationic charge ~see
the right-hand side of Fig. 14!. Thus the salt ions ‘‘physi-
cally’’ cannot explore the full details of the elaborated DNA
model. In other words, the salt ions start to experience the
MAM shape as a less elaborated DNA model, like the ECM.
Thus the simulation results for the MAM with dc58 Å
qualitatively resemble the results for the ECM with dc56 or
3 Å.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied several models of a DNA
polyelectrolyte system containing a mixture of mono- and
multivalent ions within the framework of a continuum di-
electric approach. We have neglected the granular nature of
water and concentrated only on the electrostatics of the ion
condensation on the DNA surface. Summarizing the results
obtained, we have shown that the small ion condensation
pattern on the DNA surface strongly depends on the geom-
etry of the DNA model used. While in the simple cylindrical
model cations predominantly bind to the phosphate strands,
in the more realistic Montoro-Abascal model the minor
groove becomes the principal site of cationic binding. Our
simulation results also indicate that the anion condensation is
less sensitive to the DNA model shape. We have further in-
vestigated the occupancy and charging of DNA grooves as
functions of increasing cation valency.
We find that the adsorbed ion pattern change with increas-
ing counterion valency is as follows: ~i! the cations leave
both the major and minor grooves to the phosphate strands,
~ii! there are more cations in the minor groove than in the
major groove, exhibiting a structuring reminiscent of the
spine of solvation, and ~iii! the accumulated cationic charges
in the major groove are almost independent of the counterion
valency.
An increase in salt concentration leads to the following
effects. For a monovalent salt, ~i! the major groove keeps its
total charge at a constant value, and ~ii! there is a constant
cationic charge asymmetry between the DNA grooves; and
for a multivalent salt, ~iii! the minor groove keeps its total
charge at a constant value, and ~iv! the major groove be-
comes neutralized and a DNA overcharging occurs.
These implications are based on our simulation results,
which cover a range of added salt concentrations from 0.1 to
1.61 mol/l. For monovalent ions this corresponds to a change
of lD between 10 and 2 Å, a fivefold decrease. The charac-
teristic size ~width of the groove along the DNA axis! for the
major groove is roughly 16 Å between the edging phosphate
surfaces or 20 Å between the phosphate centers. The same
parameters for the minor groove are around 10 Å and 14 Å,-10
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is small, which means that there is effectively no strong in-
teraction between the groove populations. In other words, the
groove population is governed mainly by the entropic restric-
tion of ions in the groove, which is different for different
DNA models. Unfortunately, due to the time-consuming
simulation procedures, equilibrium averages for salt densities
beyond 1.61 mol/l are difficult to obtain. But, based on the
suggestions outlined above, we expect stability of our results
for added salt denser than 1.61 mol/l.
Another issue is the packing fraction of the small ions in
the grooves. In our simulations this parameter is small and
the ion-ion hard core interaction is not a prevailing factor for
the ion distribution in the DNA grooves. However, for larger
packing fractions of ions in the grooves, when the grooves
are fully packed, our results do not apply.
All these trends represent important information for the
implementation of more phenomenological theories for the
interaction between two DNA molecules such as the
Kornyshev-Leikin theory @37#, where the number of con-
densed ions on the phosphate strands and on the grooves is a
key input quantity. As our results indicate, however, one can-
not assume constant fractions of adsorbed ions when the salt
concentration and/or the counterion valency is varied.
Let us finally discuss some improvements of our model
which could be done step by step in a more realistic descrip-
tion of DNA. First, we assume that the persistence length of
DNA does not depend from the added salt concentration in
order to fit our setup of infinitely stiff single DNA @110–
121#. The effect of added salt on the DNA stiffness can be
taken into account only in simulations with finite DNA frag-
ments. Second, refinement of the present models may ac-
count for the specific short-range ion-DNA interactions, or
specific ‘‘bonding’’ of ions to the DNA surface, on the basis
of effective ion-ion and ion-DNA interactions @36,122#. Such
chemisorption is believed to contribute to the force-angle
dependence of the DNA-DNA interaction force and could
last over distances larger the Debye length, 15–30 Å
@37,123,124#. We did a few tentative simulations where some
fraction of cations were fixed in the major groove. Prelimi-061903nary results show no qualitative changes to our conclusions.
Of course, many things depend on how many cations are
allowed to stick to the major groove, and whether the frac-
tion of these cations must be changed as more salt is added.
The same things could be modeled for the minor groove as
well. Third, and maybe most important of all, the solvent
granularity and the space-dependent dielectric constant were
disregarded completely, in a similar way to that adopted in
Refs. @23,41,72,79,80,125–133#. There are reports that the
homogeneous solvent is not as crude as it seems from a first
glance @134,135#. A more correct approach would be to at-
tribute a significantly lower dielectric constant to the DNA,
since the most interesting part of the results comes from ions
in the grooves. We are aware that these dielectric effects are
difficult to predict without a detailed calculation. A molecu-
lar dynamics calculation with a more realistic water model
and an atomistic description of DNA would be very demand-
ing. A compromise would be to do ‘‘simple’’ electrostatic
calculations on a few key ionic configurations, taking proper
account of dielectric effects, to see whether calculated ener-
gies and ion occupations change significantly. In computer
simulations the dielectric boundaries are usually invoked for
spherical and planar colloids. Few works have been devoted
to the ion–dielectric cylinder interaction ~see Refs.
@82,136,137#!. A modified Coulomb interaction and distance-
dependent e , in order to mimic the dielectric saturation and
discontinuity effects, were addressed in Refs. @80,127,25#.
Unfortunately, none of these methods can be directly applied
to our model, which consists of a combination of the dielec-
tric cylinder and four strings of dielectric spheres. We leave
this as an open issue for future studies.
The other experimentally inspired issue is the mechanics
of B-DNA which allows the minor groove to open and close
to accommodate divalent cations @100#. Taking account of
this effect as well as ion chemisorption in the major groove
are objectives of future work.
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